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101. Master the Key 
Financial Concepts

401. Build Your Own 
Financial Model

301. How to Understand and 
Analyze Financial Statements

201. Kickstart Your 
Spreadsheet Skills
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101. Master the Key 
Financial Concepts

Overview: How to Develop a Financial Model

The Time Value of Money

Financial Forecasting

Financial Evaluation Metrics (NPV, IRR, +)

Financial Evaluation of Projects and Investments

201. Kickstart Your 
Spreadsheet Skills

Introduction to Spreadsheets

Spreadsheet Functions

Spreadsheet Error Checking

How to Draw Charts

How to Spot Errors and Deceptions in Charts

301. How to Understand and 
Analyze Financial Statements

Financial Concepts (types of costs, profit & 

margin & mark-up, gross & net, unit economics)

Financial Statements (income statement, 

balance sheet, cash flow statement)

How to Analyze Financial Statements

401. Build Your Own 
Financial Model

Steps in Building a Financial Model

Market Research and Data Collection

How to Do Sales Projections

How to Estimate Costs

Build Your Own Financial Model

Course Chapters



Full Course Contents & Outcomes

101. Master the Key 
Financial Concepts

201. Kickstart Your 
Spreadsheet Skills

301. How to Under-
stand and Analyze
Financial Statements

401. Build Your Own 
Financial Model

Course contents

1. Overview: How to Develop a 

Financial Model

What is a financial model?

Main steps in developing a 

financial model

The value of financial models

2. Time value of money

Time value of money

Future value

Present value & discount rate

Discount rate and risk

Inflation (nominal vs real)

Cash flow

Weighted average cost of capital 

(WACC)

Discounted cash flow

Depreciation & tax

3. Financial Forecasting

Why do financial forecasting?

Market size estimation

How to forecast revenue: step-by-

step

How to forecast cash flows

4. Financial evaluation metrics

Payback period & discounted 

payback

Return on Investment (ROI)

Net cash flow (NCF)

Net present value (NPV)

Internal rate of return (IRR)

NPV vs IRR

Modified IRR (MIRR)

Differential cash flows, unacost, 

capitalized cost

Excess present value index 

(EPVI)

XNPV, XIRR, XMIRR

Pitfalls in profitability analysis

5. Financial evaluation of projects 

and investments

Example applications

Financial evaluation step-by-step 

guide and worked examples

Course Outcomes (what will you learn?)

• Gain a strong understanding of core financial 

concepts

• Be able to calculate financial evaluation metrics such 

as NPV & IRR

• Be able to analyze and compare financial 

alternatives

Course contents

1. Introduction to Spreadsheets

What is a spreadsheet?

Absolute & relative cell 

referencing

How to make spreadsheets 

more user-friendly

Useful keyboard shortcuts

How to use the Excel ribbon 

menu

2. Spreadsheet Functions and 

Error Checking

Basic math & statistical 

functions

Lookup and logical functions

Financial functions

Profitability metrics

Goal-seek

12 common spreadsheet errors 

to avoid

How to do spreadsheet error-

checking

3. How to Draw Charts and 

Spot Errors & Deceptions

Why draw charts? The value 

of data visualization

How to select the best chart 

type for the job

How to draw (better) charts

Chart errors and deceptions

Curve-fitting, interpolation 

and extrapolation

Course Outcomes (what will you 

learn?)

You will be able to:

• Navigate the spreadsheet interface

• Know and use a core set of spreadsheet functions

• Build spreadsheet models

• Do spreadsheet error checking

• Draw charts

• Do curve-fitting

• Recognize chart errors and deceptions

Course contents

1. Financial Concepts

Types of costs (variable, fixed, 

direct, indirect)

Profit, margin & mark-up

Gross & net

Unit economics

2. Financial Statements

Income statement

Balance sheet

Cash flow statement

3. How to Analyze Financial 

Statements

Vertical analysis

Horizontal analysis

Ratio analysis (efficiency, 

solvency, liquidity, 

profitability)

Du Pont analysis

Pitfalls in ratio analysis

Course Outcomes (what will you learn?)

You will be able to:

• Understand and interpret the 3 main financial 

statements (income statement, balance sheet and 

cash flow statement);

• Understand and do unit economics calculations;

• Analyze financial statements using vertical, 

horizontal and ratio analysis and understand the 

implications

Course Outcomes (what will you learn?)

• Be able to do market research and data sourcing for 

modeling a business or technology’s finances.

• Build a spreadsheet financial model for a business or 

technology, including production of financial statements 

based on sales projections and other inputs and 

assumptions;

• Use the spreadsheet model to assess the financial 

viability of a business or technology;

• Do scenarios and sensitivity analysis using the 

spreadsheet model.

Course contents

1. Steps in Building a Financial 

Model

Key principles

Accuracy vs. complexity

The 10 steps in building a financial 

model

2. Market Research & Data 

Collection

The target market

Online search basics

Market information sources

How to estimate market size

How to do sales projections (price 

& volume)

How to estimate cost of goods sold, 

capital and other expenses

3. Build Your Own Financial 

Model

Financial models at 3 levels of 

detail

Order-of-magnitude financial 

model

Basic financial model

Full financial model with set of 

financial statements 

(projections)

Error-checking & validation

Draw charts (visualize results)

Assess viability of your business 

(calculate & interpret NPV & 

IRR)

Sensitivity analysis & scenarios

5 hours of video lectures 2.5 hours of video lectures 3 hours of video lectures 3.5 hours of video lectures
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What is 

included in 

the courses?
Step-by-Step Guides 

& Decision Tools

Formulas & 
Definitions of Terms

Spreadsheet 
TemplatesDiscussion 

Forums
Quizzes and

Worked 
Exercises

Live coaching 
or Q&A 
sessions 

(Optional)

Video Lectures

Course 
Completion 
Certificates
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About the Presenter
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Sean Moolman PhD RTTP

Dr. Sean Moolman has a broad range of experience stretching across chemical plant design and cost 

engineering, R&D (research and development), management of innovation, technology transfer, 

intellectual property management and entrepreneurship. He is an inventor on several international 

patent families.

Sean is a co-founder of PowerOptimal (Pty) Ltd, a renewable energy technology company, and has 

served on the boards of several other early-stage companies. Before his first start-up, Sean was the 

head of technology transfer (licensing & ventures) at the largest R&D institute in Africa, the CSIR in 

South Africa.

He has a PhD in Chemical Engineering, is a Registered Technology Transfer Professional (RTTP) 

with the ATTP and has completed the Management Advancement Programme at Wits Business 

School.

Sean regularly presents courses in financial modeling and technology & start-up valuation, 

including for the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO), the Licensing Executives Society of 

South Africa (LES) and the Southern African Research and Innovation Management Association 

(SARIMA).

Sean is passionate about innovation, entrepreneurship, reason and science, life-long learning and 

inspiring people!

https://www.csir.co.za/
https://attp.info/
https://www.wipo.int/portal/en/index.html
http://licensing.co.za/
http://www.sarima.co.za/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/sean-moolman-8054b21/


Thank you

"Traditionally, life has been divided into 

two main parts: a period of learning 

followed by a period of working. Very 

soon, this traditional model will become 

utterly obsolete, and the only way for 

humans to stay in the game will be to 

keep learning throughout their lives and to 

reinvent themselves repeatedly." 

Yuval Noah Harari

Link to Course Series Page - USD 

Link to Course Series Page - ZAR

https://moolmaninstitute.com/p/master-financial-modeling-course-bundle-lesi
https://moolmaninstitute.com/p/master-financial-modeling-course-bundle-lesi
https://moolmaninstitute.com/p/master-financial-modeling-course-bundle-lesi
https://moolmaninstitute.com/p/master-financial-modeling-course-bundle
https://moolmaninstitute.com/p/master-financial-modeling-course-bundle

